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By Janice Lynch

February focuses its attention upon Love. Romantic love. We get all
twitterpated about being in love. And love is a wonderful thing! 

Yet, love carries many aspects: Loving someone enough to tell them
your truth with kindness and gentleness; Loving someone enough to
let them go – and its flip-side, loving ourselves enough to let that
person go when necessary; Loving someone enough to stand strong
when they falter; Loving ourselves enough to ask for help.

Love is complicated. Because we complicate it. 

Love translates into compassion and kindness with clear, safe
boundaries. If I am unclear in my boundaries, then I’m not really
coming from a place of Love. I’m coming from a place of
manipulation hoping to make you do things my way. 

What About Love?



If I’m telling you my truth with hostility and irritation in my voice, I’m
not really coming from a place of Love, but a place of less-than.

Love, in its true form, becomes a sacred witness to the pain in the
world without the need to tranquilize it, band-aide it, or hide from it.
Love finds a way through the pain and into being sacred ground for
others to find their way.

But, that’s all airy-fairy . . . HOW does Love do that?!?

Love sees more than the pain being expressed. Love sees through
the pain being felt. Love steps beyond the judgment of right and
wrong and into compassion and “Ok, What now?”

Some of the most painful things Phil and I have had to endure in our
service to The Divine Fellowship is people leaving. People we
considered friends. People we trusted, honored and respected. It’s
sad every time. It hurts every time. And yet, love allows them their
journey. Love allows them their perceptions. Love keeps the doors
open should they find their way back to us. And Love seals the
wound and binds it gently when the relationship is severed beyond
repair.

Because Love is more than a feeling. Love knows the truth that
paths cross and paths disintegrate and it’s all for the best. Some
people need to slam a door shut with much shouting and hurt so
they can have the strength to walk away. Others utter not a sound
but fade quietly into the past. Love allows this journey to open, fold,
unfold, close, reopen, renew, or cease.



Love abides within you. Love abides within
every situation. Love renews life and
restores hope. You feel the truth of this even
though Love is more than a feeling. Love is
the language Spirit whispers to our souls in
each and every moment.

We confuse Love with the feelings of friendship or partnership.

Certainly, Love enhances friendships and partnerships, yet Love
stands above and within those experiences. When all other physical
and emotional constructs crumble, Love abides.

Whatever hardship your currently experience, bring Love into it. Is
there work for you to do to clarify a boundary? Find your truth and
speak it with clarity and grace. “I’m willing to do this.” (then stop
talking and stop doing more than you are willing to do. Love grants
your strength in this when you are clear.) 

Are there words of kindness to be spoken? Speak them. Write them.
Whisper them. Pray them. Allows Love to do its beautiful work. Are
there acts of compassion to be expressed? Do those. do them with a
willing heart and an open soul.

Listen to Love’s sweet voice and transcend into joy. Abide in Love
and Love abides in you.



Gift of Love
Message From the Ancient Ones

Feast upon the Love we share with you. Your souls hunger for a
taste of this. Life attempts to teach you that you are not lovable or
that love is ever distant as you strive to earn it.

The Love we share with you is free. The Love we share with you is
without end. The Love we share with you sustains your soul. 

Certainly, a clear soul can receive more of this Love. An open heart-
of-hearts can experience more of this Love. An open awareness can
perceive more of this Love. It blesses you to be clear, open, and
aware, yet this Love is based not upon the condition of your being
but rather upon the unlimited delight of Divine Source.



We are not your middle man. You can access this Love directly.

However, sometimes it helps to sit at the feet of one(s) who know
this Love first hand. Not because we are anything special, it is rather
that our joy and enthusiasm for sharing it makes it easier for you to
perceive.

When a small child awaits Christmas morning (or another holiday
based upon your beliefs) it is the enthusiasm of the parents and older
siblings that grant that child an awareness of what is to come. A
sweet anticipation is engendered from one to another.

So it is with this Love. We share in it with you in equal measure. We
are no better than you nor are we more divine than you. We merely
have been experiencing it a bit longer and have much gratitude and
joy to share with you about this.

This Love we speak of offers
you open doors that otherwise
would be closed. This Love
guides and protects you as
you walk your Ascension
Path. This Love is a
resonance and harmonic that
sustains and blesses you.



Living a Joy-Filled Life

There are many ways to access this Love.

For now, let us bring it to you.

Allow yourself a quiet moment as you read this. A gentle breath may
assist you. As you see these words on the paper. Bring your focus to
the word LOVE.

 LOVE

 As your eyes return to the word, we bring to you a gentle wash of
this loving energy. Allow yourself to feel it wash over you and
through you. This Love is a piece of your divine nature and reminds
you of your value to us and to Divine Source.

Notice the word again. Again receive this gift.

 LOVE



Message From the Ancient Ones

Love surrounds you and love guides you now. Can you stop for a
moment and allow yourself to sense this energy? It will feel warm,
calm, peaceful and knowing.

You may have other energy in your being right now. You may be
carrying sorrow or fear or anxiety. Those energies make this loving
energy seem distant and odd, yet it is there, and it is very real. 

Open your heart space and expand your awareness to sense
beyond the physical. Once perceived by the awareness, it becomes
real to the physical senses as well.

Notice outward from your body with open curiosity. You will "bump
into" an energy field that feels warm, calm, peaceful and knowing.
Once you "bump into" this energy, you can invite it to harmonize
your energy field to balance within its range of vibration. 

Perceiving then Receiving
Loving Energy

This will feel like your body becoming relaxed and your
mind becoming at ease. Can you imagine this? Can you

sense this? Can you then feel this?

https://thedivinefellowship.com/perceiving-then-receiving-loving-energy/


We say this in this order because the imagination is more than just
your imagination. The imagination taps you into the place of
ultimate creativity and/or creation. 

Once you envision something, you have a greater chance of
bringing it into being into the physical world. This is because the
Universe (Divine Source) responds to your heart-felt imaginings and
co-creates with you the circumstances and opportunities to
manifest the essence of your heart-felt imaginings. 

That's why sometimes what comes to you is far better than you
could even imagine! The energy of your heart-felt imaginings is the
beginning place of manifesting.

You may not know what warm, calm, peaceful and knowing feels
like. Perhaps your life has been filled with chaos and trauma . . .
perhaps right now your life is filled with chaos and trauma. Chaos
and trauma imagine far different things than warm, calm, peaceful
and knowing.

This is why we ask you to stop for a moment and then sense
for this loving energy. It's there for you! 

Notice and become aware. 



Once you "bump into" this energy, it can and will draw closer to you
if you are willing. You may feel that giving up the chaos and trauma
will leave you vulnerable. This is untrue. 

Giving up chaos and trauma will leave you warm, calm, peaceful
and knowing. You will be able to respond to your life in powerful
and self-supporting ways with this expanded awareness.

Reach for it! 

Out of great love and great respect for you, we are handing this
loving energy to you now. 



Healing with the Living
Light of Love

Message From the Ancient Ones

When you turn a light on in a dark room, the darkness vanishes. So,
too, when you turn the True Light on in your life, darkness vanishes.

There may still be darkness in the corners of a room where boxes or
furniture may obscure the light. So, too fears and worries, shame and
regret can obscure the Light of Love from your life.

To bring Light more fully into your being, look at those places that
obscure the Light. Look at them with Love. Not as a way to beat
yourself up or inflict more shame or regret, but rather noticing the
lesson learned while releasing the pain.

Don't see the lesson? Perhaps the lesson was not yours to learn.
Perhaps you were the teacher. 

Sometimes the pain is darkest when we bring hard lessons for others
to receive. It may even feel as if the punishment is yours. Perhaps
not. 

If you cannot find the lesson to be learned, bathe the situation in
Light and Love. In confidence release the pain and suffering knowing
that if there truly is a lesson, it will appear after the pain has been
relinquished.



Please release the need to suffer about it. Do you feel as if suffering
makes the pain worth it? No. Pain and suffering are optional. 

Your experience is no less significant viewed from a place of
wholeness and grace than viewed within the walls of suffering.

As the Living Light of Love washes over old wounds, they release
naturally in and of themselves. They are not constructed of light. Light
washes the suffering away if you allow the Light to reach these
obscured places.

Once released, energy opens up for you. Renewed energy that had
been used to hold the darkness in place. 

Rejoice in this! We rejoice with you!



Wavelength of Love
Message From the Ancient Ones

Your life-force energy requires food, water, clothing - all aspects of
nurturance, sustenance, and support. Your energy-life-force requires
nothing from you. It is eternal.

With that said, one can build or grow one's energy-life-force.

By recognizing the light energy within and around the body, the
energy-life-force (light) is strengthened. By honoring one's self and
one's journey this inner light is also strengthened. 

By honoring another's path while maintaining safe boundaries so as
not to disrupt one's own path or another's path also strengthens the
inner light.

The greatest thing you can do to strengthen your own inner light the
energy-life-force that allows you to live, thrive and flourish is this...

Tune in to Spirit-Divine Source-All That Is-God-The Holy Trinity-
whatever term serves your understanding. 

How does one tune in to Spirit? Find the wavelength of love. 



Begin by remembering how love has manifested itself in your life - A
kind word spoken by a friend; a gentle touch from a loved one; a
birds sweet song just when you needed to hear it; the fall colors; the
summer breeze; the smell of coffee (if you like that beverage); the
smell of soup cooking or a cake baking - anything that brings to you
a sense of delight or a sense of joy. 

This is the wavelength of love. Once tapped into this wavelength, to
further expand the light being/inner light is to share this wavelength
with another. 

This caring/sharing amplifies the wavelength of Divine Love. In so
doing, your inner light grows. Not just grows brighter for the
moment of service but grows in substance and depth. It roots itself
in this loving wavelength and becomes stronger.

The strength grown in this way does not dissipate with outside
circumstances. Whatever happens in the world does not dissolve
this growth.

Be the one who says the kind word. Be the
one to offer a gentle touch to someone
suffering. (This touch can be energetic or
emotional rather than physical - though we
all know the power of a gentle touch.) Be the
one who shares the coffee or the soup. Be the
one who says thank you. Be the one who
encourages another on their chosen path.



 The wavelength of love is ever present, ever flowing, and ever
strengthening so being tapped into this offers continuous energetic
nourishment.

Like a tree that sends its roots deep to find an underground river
grows strong and tall. The winds of change cause it no disruption.
The seasons offer it the opportunity to change, release, then regrow
and flourish once again. Unlike the tree, who just does what it does,
you can now change, release, regrow and flourish as you will. It is
your choice. Your outside circumstances may offer opportunity for
you as well, but the choice is yours.

Where ever you are now, what are your circumstances suggesting
for you now? You can choose to flourish even when the
circumstances feel barren - because you are tapped in! You can
choose to release even if circumstances suggest holding on because
you are tapped in! The choice is yours.

Our sincere hope for you is that you tap in to Divine Love and grow
your energy-life-force light so that you may flourish and also be of
service. 

May your light shine hope and abundance for yourself and upon all
you encounter. 



Your light blesses many. 
We walk with you in this.

 
~The Ancient Ones~


